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Teach-In
Continues

Discussion of political, social
and philosophical problem s
confronting the nation continues in
designated class times this week
as a follow-up to Friday's "Think
Day."
As directed by President
Emerson C. Shuck, class times
are being set aside this week to
further discuss questions brought
up during J'ast week's activities.
12: 40 classes today and 1: 40
classes tomorrow are being set
aside for this purpose. Friday, a
general meeting is tentativel y
scheduled for 11 :40 to wrap up the
two weeks events.

In reaction to the expanding war
in Southeast Asia and the killing of
four Kent State Univers ity
students last week. Eastern
students came out in numbers on
Lhree se parate day s to
demonstrate, first violently and
then
pea ce full y,
th eir
dissatisfaction and ill-content.
AS A MOTORCYCLES POLICEMAN watches, approximately 300
demonstrators march through the streets Qf Spokane Saturday to protest
the expanding war in Southeast Asia and the killing of four Kent State
University students a week ago. The demonstrators, students and

teachers from many of the area schools, walked from the Democratic
Convention headquarters at the Davenport Hotel to the Republican
Convention headquarters at the Masonic Temple to present them with a
list of demands. (See stories page four, pictures page six)

~~~~~~----.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---

Coach's Bid Not Taken

The Athletic Council denied a
consideration Tuesday of an
athletic policy statement proposed
by Robert Anderson, incoming
athletic director, and continued to
finalize the present policy
statement under discussion.
Dr . Anderson 's policy
statement, presented Thursday as
a possible alternative to the policy
being drafted by the Council,
differs from the present policy in
the section outlining the rights and
responsibilities of the coach and
the athlete.

Dr. Anderson said Thursday he
saw no need for the section in the
policy statement which outlines
the roles of the coach and the
athlete in sports.

the college," said Dr. Anderson.
The point of contention concerns
the fact that since the rights and
responsibilities of the student are
outlined in the Joint Statement on
Rights and Freedoms a college
wide document, why is there a
need for a repetition of this
relating to coaches and athletes.
This point is the major
difference between the policy
statement submitted by Or.
Anderson and the one presently
under discussion by the Council.
An athletic policy statement
was called for by President
Emerson C. Shuck as a result of
the year-long controversy of the

"clenched fist" issue.

He said this implied that the
athletic department has in the
past been guilty of " infringing ."
" This is absolutely untrue," said
Anderson.
Brent Wooten, athletic director
who recently resigned effective
the end of the year, also said
Anderson said Thursday he 'Thursday he saw no need for both
disapproved of the se-ction of the an athletic policy statement and
athletic policy statement that the Joint Statement.
A motion to reconsider the
section under contention failed by
a 7 to 6 vote . Had it passed , Dr.
Anderson's proposal would have
come into the discussion as a
possible alternative to the present
policy being formulated.

says, "The athletic department, in
accordance with these policy
statements
(The
Joint
Statement),
affirms
its
determination not to infringe on
the basic human rights of the
student athlete in its program.

Ellis Blasts
AS Bugeting

Three Eastern students were
arrested Thursday afternoon on
vagrancy charges arising out of
the May 5 d~monstration here.
James Bell, Charles Bell and
Isaac Carter turned themselves in
to the Spokane County Sheriff's
Department in Spokane after
warrants were issued for their
arrest, said a spokesman for the
sheriff's department.
Bail of $100 each was posted and
the three released.
Spokane County Prosecuting
Attourney Donald Brockett said
the three were arrested after a
complaint had been made bv
another student.

Executive Vice President-elect
Bruce Ellis criticized Council last
week for what he termed "poor
budgeting procedures," and what
he considered a "lack of concern"
by members on Council towards
budget responsibilities.
Pointing out that the athletic
department had spent in excess of
$11,000 from what they had been
budgeted for the fiscal year which
ended June 30 of last year, he said
it was necessary that Council do a
better job of budget handling to
prevent such discrepancies.

(Continued on Page 10)

Wednesday's teach-in, though
peaceful, served to illustrate
again students indignation and
concern over the dire'ction the
nation is taking in its national and
international affairs.
On Friday, 11 :40 classes will be
canceled for a general meeting in
front of the library , weather
permitting, said Herb Jones.
.In taking this action, Dr. Shuck
said a "positive, planned, open,
and balanced communication"
was "far preferable to the
irrational
and
uproductive
tensions which have seemed to
characterize campus concerns
over the country in recent
months."

Though there was a less-thanexpected turnout Friday.
President Shuck termed teach-in a
success.

Arrests Follow
Demonstration

" I am really disappointed in the
direction the policy statements
are taking. This will have a direct
bearing on my job and the role of

"The budget procedure doesn't
reflect what's happening," he said
as he cited the discrepancy
between Council's budget for the
1968-69 fiscal year and the
certified public accountant's
auditors report. He was also
critical of the fact that the
auditors report had not been made

Wooten said the Oregon Code,
which the athletic department and
Athletic Council recognize as a
workable code, is very similar to
the Eastern Joint Statement. "So
why do we need both a code and a
Joint .statement?" he asked.

On a warm Tuesday afternoon,
approximately 300 students, many
of them observers, demonstrated
in front of Cadet Hall, hurling
obscenties at Colonel Andy
Pribnow.

The three allegedly entered the
Harbor -Tuesday
morning
immediately prior to the
demonstration and ordered
students out front, where the
protest was to begin.

MILITARY BALL princesses vying for the Queen's crown are from left
Kris Anderson, Cherry Hanson and Marcia Honda. Announcement of the
winner will be made during the ball at the Davenport on Friday evening,
May 22.

will brobably be held here. He said
he would act as prosecutor, rather
than turn the case over to a deputy
prosecutor.
No date has been set for the
trial.

Each of the three said they did
not have a defense attorney yet,
but all said they were innocent of
the charges.
"I committed no crime. I'm not
going to trial,'' said Charles Bell,
when asked how he would plead in
wurt.
"If these charges are to be
brought against us, is the
construction worker that brought
the sledge hammer threatening
people participating in peaceful
demonstration going to be brought
to trial?" he asked.

Vagrancy, a mi dem eanor. has
13 definitions in the Revised Code
of Washington . Presumably , the
three have been charged under
Th arre t temmed from their paragraph even, or with being a
"disorderly conduct," Brockett " lewd, di sorderly or dissolut
said, a nd no physical assault wa
person." Conviction of vagra ncy
involv d.
carries a maximum penalty of six
ince the warrant was issued in month in jail or a fine of fiv
heney, Brockell aid. the trial hundred dollar .
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BLOW YOUR HORN
immediately prior to the march
acr~ss campus.
3. Committee for Peace in Vietnam
members did participate in the
demonstration. (True, but if you reread The Easterner, we said no
OFFICIAL participation, which
means sponsorship, a fact obtained
from CPYN President Sue Wamsley
prior to publication.
4. The fight broke out over whether
the flag was to be at half-mast or at
the top of the pole, not as reported-at
half-mast or not at all. fDepending on
who you talk to, you can hear even
now, a week later, two versions. The
reporter on the scene says he heard
students shouting "rip it off," and
"take it down.")
And so, my dear, next time you
have corrections, which are certainly
welcome, please check them out
before you speak.

When The Easterner makes a
mistake, the editors expect to hear
aboutit.
But when we hear about a mistake,
we also expect to have made it,
especially when we are corrected in
front of 300 people.
We were told by a dear, sweet,
mi!!!informed young lady over the
audio system at Wednesday's teach-in
of four "mistakes" in the May 6
edition of the Easterner:

r

1. Six students, not f£?ur as reported ,

died at Kent State University. ( A
quick telephone call to the Associated
Press in Spokane reveals four dead.)
2. The demonstration was a
"peaceful vigil," not a takeover of the
ROTC building. (Clean your ears,
sweetheart, .the speakers· in front of
the Student Union Building were
talking "tear it down" language

PROTECT TURNBULL

.

refuge. Already they take the life on
one of the most precious and most
endangered fowl in America - the
.Trumpeter Swan. Last · year four
were found killed. Others may have
been killed and taken away or not
found.
Turnbull is one of only three
breeding areas in America for the
Trumpeter and only an approximate ·
1,000 remain in existance. To open the
refuge would only further threaten
them as a species as well as do
possible harm to their breeding
behavior.
This 17,000 acres of protected,
unpolluted land should not be too
much to ask for the child of the future
to see. It should not be too much to
ask as a preserve for the fowl and
wildlife of our times in this area. The
hunters have had their day in this
region, they should not be allowed
even one foot of use of the wildlife
refuge at Turnbull to satisfy their
wants.

The Turnbull National Wildlife
Refuge is suppose to be just that, a
refuge for the wildlife that make it a
. permanent home and a refuge for the
migrating fowl that use it as a place
not only to rest, but also to breed and
nest.
Today there are efforts by local
sportsmen and the Washington State
Game Commission to open 15 per cent
of the refuge to bunting. The reason is
quite simply that there is not enough
waterfowl left in the unprotected
regions of this area to provide for the
hunting the bunters of · this region
desire.
If the time has come when the
amount of waterfowl has decreased
outside the boundaries of the refuge
to the point that ~unters see a need to
open _the refuge to fulfill their wants,
then the time has come to cease
hunting.
It would be ludicrous to open the
refuge. Already hunters abuse their
sport by illegally hunting on the

By ROBERT JONES
Editor

Opinions of the expansion of the
war into Cambodia ranged from
·o utright approval to sheer disgust.
Some individuals were unopposed
or in favor of a deeper war while
others could not be bothered with the
situation . Still others were shocked
and genuinely concerned.
Across the nation, the most vocal
group, the anti-war segment, openly
expressed their anger in the highly
publisized demonstrations and riots.
Eastern got a taste of this type of
expression Tuesday when
approximately 300 students, not all of
them protesting, turned ·out in front of
Cadet Hall to vent their anger and
frustration.
The theme of the confrontation
seemed to be who could yell the
loudest and damn what the other side
had to say. Co~frontations was the
goal, not any communication with the
other side.
'
Wednesday's and especially
Friday's teach-ins offered the
con~erned students and faculty
members a chance to not only vent

their frustration, in a peaceful way,
but to hear the other side of things.
Without a doubt the plan was a
success; speakers critisizing and also
defending the U.S. involvement in
Southeast Asia were heard and a
genuine effort seemed to be made to
understand the other side's
viewpoint. Comm uni cation replaced
confrontation a·nd the result was a
deeper understanding of what the
nation is facing.
Whether anyone was inclined to
change their minds is of less
importance than the fact that
individuals were able to listen to the
other side with open ears and open
minds.
In this respect, the teach-ins were
an unqualifi'ed success.
Unfortunately, many of the people
who should have been there, the ones
who do not care or are ignorant of the
~.ituation, are the ones who
· desperately need to be informed.
Bul the start was made; the next
step is· to reach the other, middle
group. They are the ones who need it
most.
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Letters to the Editor

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

it and asked for it? Was he saying
that the "you" are all Americans
who demonstrate against the war
in Southeast Asia ? that they are
responsible for pulling the triggers
at Kent State? that they should
expect to be killed? Since anti-war
demonstrators number in the
millions, surely Colonel Pribnow
did not intend to justify a national
bloodbath.

Any letter to the editor received by noon Friday precee.ding the Wednesday publishing day will be printed.
All letters must be signed,
type-written,
double-spaced
and not be more than 250
words. All letters will be
printed as received with the
exception of parilgraphing.

Why "You?"

Was he also including in the
"you" the person who committed
the non-violent act of directing a
question about Kent State to
Colonel Pribnow? Surely the
Colonel did not have in mind
something similar to what
ref)\lrtedly happened at My Lai,
whe1re anyone remotely connected
with dangerous groups is
considered guilty and is
exterminated.

Editor:
In .response to a question about
the Kent State violence, in which
National Guardsmen killed a
number of students, Colonel Andy
Pribnow is reported in The
Easterner as answering, "You did
it, you asked for it. "
I am interested in finding out
why be chose the pronoun "you"
instead of "they," which would
have
referred
to
the
demonstrators at Kent State. The
assertion, "They did it, they asked
for it," is horrifying enough, but
Colonel Pribnow's response is
inhuman, both in what it says and
what it implies.
Just who are the "you" who did
',

TALK, DON'T FIGHT

f

Sometimes the press misquotes.
But Colonel Pribnow's comment
was heard by a faculty member.
Perhaps The Easterner could
publish a full statement from
Colonel Pribnow explaining what
he meant by his accusation.
David Weekes
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(Editor's note: The preceding
letter was shown to Colonel
Pribnow in order to allow him a
response. His letter follows.)

Gets Quick Reply
Editor :
•
In order to understand my words
"You did it; you asked for it" . it is
neccessary to recall the situation
when many students stood in front
of Cadet Hall on Tuesday. May 5.
1970.
In the early stages of that period
a fire had just been extinguished
in the Fieldhouse, threats to burn
Cadet Hall were being hurled and
many obscenities were being
shouted in my face.
Among those shouts was the
repeated accusation that I killed
the students at Kent. I turned the
accusation of those threatening
violence around and said. "You
did it ; you asked for it" . In effect I
was saying, "All of you who
commit violence are the ones
whose violent actions cause
reprisal by law enforcement
agencies during which some
people get hurt."

If there were only peaceful
demonstrations, there wouldn't be
any requirement for the presence
of police or National Guard; hence
no one would get hurt. The violent
types provoke law enforcement
agencies to use force so they can
yell, "Police brutality!"
It is a sad thing that happened at
Kent, and it never should have
happened.
Col. Andy W. Pribnow
PMS
l

Talk Is Cheap
Editor:
Tht::re has recently been
considerable talk at Eastern about
cons ti tu tiona l rights and
individual liberties, some of it
loud and much of it ill-informed. It
seems that some of the most
vociferous advocates of
constitutional rights and
individual liberties would deny
others the option of exercizing
those rights and enjoying those
liberties. Witness the puerile
performance at Cadet Hall the
other day.
According to reports in The

Easterner, Colonel Pribnow and
his staff were subjected to a
verbal attack in which that
favorite communist epithet
"fascist pig" was freely used. It
takes little or no courage to stand
in a mob and shout abuse at those
who are doing their assigned jobs.
For a parallel situation read John
Steinbeck's description of the
"cheer leaders'' in N ew Orleans
ten years ago. There, two white
women stood in a mob of
sympathizers and, day after day,
screamed obscenities at black
children attending an integrated
school and at the federal officers
who were guarding them.
There was no question in New
Orleans of the constitutional right
of the black children to attend an
integrated school. nor at Eastern
is there any question of the
constitutional right of students to
participate in the ROTC program .
It seems to be a matter of whose
ox is gored.
Colonel Pribnow was quoted by
The Easterner as having informed
the memhers of the mob that they
couldn't get away with that sort of
(Continued on Page 3)
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Play Gets Praise
By CHRISTINA FRITZ
Staff Writer

CHENEY FIRE DEPARTMENT members take a breather from their house-burning activities to pose for
The Easterner photographer. After their rest they returned to the practice session near Cheney High School
where they were voluntarily destroying the building.

-letters .to the Editor
(Continued from Page 2)

thing in Russia. You're goddam
, right they couldn't. Nor in that
favorite utopia of the vacationing
cane harvesters, Castro's Cuba.
Those who object to our
presence in Southeast Asia, and I
am one, may register their dissent
with their representatives in
Congress. They will find
themselves in distinguished
company; long ago General
Marshal and General MacArthur
warned us against involvement in
a major land war on the Asiatic
mainland.
And more recently, General
Shoup, retired commandant of the
Marine Corps. was quoted as
saying that our major
accomplishment in Vietnam bas
been the support of '' a bunch of
crooks in Saigon." I am in hearty
agreement with General Shoup but
I don't feel it necessary to
demonstrate my concurrence .by
attacking, verbally or otherwise,
the ROTC staff at Eastern.
. Those who object to the ROTC
program at Eastern have a
remedy through their elected
representatives in Washington.
And if those representatives do not
agree with the objectors, the
latter have the constitutional right
to elect others.
Virgil Hays
SMS USAF Ret.

Write Letters
Editor:
Even on our little campus,
we've gotten our pictures taken.
Why, yes, some students marched
on the ROTC building. But what
the hell does that prove. Isn't
there any better way to show our
dissent?
It takes work to build, but it's
easy to destroy. I believe we
should express our opinions, but
also consider other peoples ideas.
One effective way to express our
dislike for the war in S0uthe3st
Asia is to write our congressmen.
They don't give much credit to
petitions. But th ey are influenced

in their voting by letters from
constituents. They ate concerned
about their political future. Even
though many students are unable
to vote, their letters will have an
effect. Two million letters from
students will have a greater effect
than any mass demonstration.
Let's use the most effective
means possible to change our
nations actions. I want a good
future. Vandalism, individually or
by groups, will only hurt our
future prospects for real "ftpeace. II
A solution will come o~ly when we
have less damn prejudice on all
sides.
Orval F. Harden

Who Is He?
Editor:
I am a student here at Eastern. I
am naturally concerned about
the issues that involve us students,
· here on campus. Our campus; the
students' campus.
When the marchers gathered at
Cadet Hall and some were
advocating everything from
burning it down to taking it over, I
asked one of the so-called leaders
(O'Leary I believe his name was)
if he was, in fact, a student here on
our campus. He said NO! The
records also substantiate this
fact . He is no more a student, here
at our college, than my dog is!
Then; I ask, just what the hell he
is doing out here? Campuses are
comprised of students.
Remember, this is our school
and we the students are
responsi'ole· for. and have to live
with, what takes place here. Let's
make our own history, be it good
or be it bad, but alone by
ourselves, the students of EWSC.
D.S. Bennett

campus activities during
springtime:
That neither the event nor the
pronouncements
of
its
participants were concerned with
the traditional endeavor of the
academic community
development of the intellectual
capabilities of all its members might appear to qualify it as mere
frivolity.
The contrast that it presents to
the fundamental precepts upon
which the college rests, however,
albeit
frequently
with
considerable imperfection, does
not permit so facile a conclusion.
Rather, this event would appear to
share elements of a syndrome that
has come in many places to
substitute for the chore that
reasoned analysis of foreign policy
demands.
Social scientists for decades
have recognized that the social
order is varigated and
magnificently complex. Indeed, it
is so complex that causation
within it is not uncommonly a
matter of puzzlement - to be
solved in each instance only after
the most wearisome and exacting
research has been performed .
The manner in which " teach-in"
participants have dealt with
American military operations in
Southeast Asia can hardly be
viewed as recognizing what should
be looked upon as a truism of
social science investigation. Their
failure to acknowledge this fact
while operating within a context of
(Continued on Page 10)

HAROLD'S on FIRST
W. 906 FIRST AVE.
TUES. THRU SAT.

Razor Cutting - Shear Sculptur
Cuts - Coloring.
Also
Hair

Teach-In Sad

Straightening. American and
European Hairstylist. Quality
Craftsmanship by A ccredited

Editor:
Were it not for its saddening
implications , the May 6
Showalte r " teach-in " could
perhaps be regarded as one of
those
droll events typifying

Me n's Hairstylists and Barbers.
Harold Neiswender &
Joseph E. "Joe" Golik
" WH EN OTHERS FA Ii - TRY lJS"
FOR APPOINTMENTS
R.1 7-4025

Spoon River, Illinois, was firsi
brought into the public eye in 1941,
in the form of a collection of
poetry and prose by Edgar Lee
Masters.
In 1963 it was brought to the
stage by Charles Aidman in the
form of a . semi-musical play
adpated from the original
Masters' collection.
Last week Spoon River was
brought to Eastern by the Drama
department in the form of an
astounding success.
While the play bas actually no
plot line it holds together
extremely well and tile
characterization essential to a
production such as this was not
only present, but excellantly and
professionally delivered.
In the production each of the
eight
players
played
approximately ten different
characters - the difficulty lying in
the separation of characterization
of each different role.
The characters, inhabitants of
the Spoon River Cemetary, lived
from about 1860 to the early part
of this century, and vary from a
spinster school-teacher to soldiers
to prostitutes to a personal friend
of Abraham Lincoln to a Jew who
was mistakenly buried in the
wrong cemetary.
Each has two or three lines in
which to tell his, or her, story and
relay character to the audience,
making the part of the actors and
actresses involved extremely
difficult. The players in - this
production, however, seemed to
have little or no visible difficulty
in this area.
Most
notable
were
performances by Mary Jane
Lubbers and James Herrmann.
Miss Lubbers protrayed, in
several instances, characters
which were of foreign nationality
which necessitated the utilization
of several foreign accents.
As the German maid who was
attached by her employer and then
had her son taken away to be
raised by her employer and his
wife, and as the Chinese girl who
was cruelly beaten by some
Christian boys because of her
refusal to renounce Confucianism,
Miss Lubbers was especially
plaintive and protrayed her
characters convincingly.
James Herrmann was also
excellant in his portrayals,
especially as the embittered
soldier, disallusioned in his quest
of defending the glory of the flag
through his own personal

degradation of war and army life.
His part in the _lovers sequence
with Karen Miller as his female
coun~erpart was strikingly and
beautifully done ..
Miss Miller was exceptional in
her various roles as she portrayed
such a wide spectrum of
characters, from spinster
schoolteacher to prostitute.
Mary Monk did several
humourous roles, one especially
notable as the nagging wife of a
wandering husband. She does not
believe his excuses of being
kidnapped by pirates on Lake
Michigan for seven years, but
refuses to dissolve the marriage.
Nancy Gieger as the stifled
authoress who had to give up a
career for marriage and eight
children and as the wife of a drunk
(Randy Hannah) who blames him, :
as he blames her, for their lost ·
youth, was excellant also. Hannah
was also very good.
The only minor flaw in the
performance
was
the .
performance of Jim Eaton who,
· unfortunately, in delivery comes
across lilte a carry-over from
Macbeth. · Using the same voice
inflection and delivery style in
each character, near the middle of
the first act, upon the entrace of
the fiddler, his style of delivery
changed - a great improvement
upon his "old style."
The binding-together force in
the play was the background
music which added to the swift
movement and easy transitions.
The instrumentalists, Mike Cohen,
Bruce Aislie and Jerry · Breeden
were very good and Margie
Salisbury, one of the singers, was
cute and pert in her delivery of her
songs, despite her somewhat
uneven vocal quality.
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OLSEN BROS.
CLOTHING

.

'

LEVI'S FOR GUYS
AND GALS

LEATHER FRINGE,
JACKETS
WESTERN AND BUCKLE

BOOTS

1325 N. Division

in
SPOKANE

ARE YOU DOING ALL YOU
CAN TO PREPARE FOR
s

YOUR FlJTURE?
"Military experience as an officer is a significant
asset. The opportunity that an ROTC graduate receives for leadership and responsibil ity cannot often
be duplicated as early in an industrial career."
John B. Stewart
Ford Motor Company

Have You Checked on the Opportunities
in the Army ROTC?

HE EASTE RNER
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STUDENTS AND FACULTY gather Friday in front of Kennedy Library to hear the "think
night to call for a day of mourning for those killed at Kent State University and for
day" speakers in the teach-in called for by President Shuck. President Shuck's action to · discussion of the national and international issues prevailing.
close morning classes came as a resolution and request passed by A.S. Council Wednesday

Concern Expressed _
By Speakers
'Think Day' Cancels Friday
Classes After Hot Week
Taking time out to reflect on the moral. social and political issues
facing the country, approximately 400 Eastern students gathered in
front of Kennedy Library Friday for the· beginning of what President
Emerson C. Shuck termed a "think day. "
Classes were canceled from 9:40 a.m. to 12:40 p.m. afte·r the
Associated Students Council had voted earlier in the week to request
classes be canceled all day to allow students and faculty time to reflect
on the crises facing the nation which resulted in the deaths of four Kent
State University students and the
involvement of Uqited States
troops in Cambodia.
More than 300 students and
The same A.S. Council action faculty members sat or stood
directed A.S. President Bob attentively as Eastern 's President
VanSchoorl to send a telegram to
Emerson C. Shuck began the day's
President Richard Nixon
activities telling the assembled
requesting the president to refrain
body that for Eastern it had
from any "further blanket
become a "Think Day,' a day
condemnations of students in
which
the school could speak
America to prevent further
on and study the
about,
reflect
violence."
problems facing individuals and
Friday, during " think day,'' society.
students heard speakers from
President Shuck stood before
President Shuck to Brent Wooten. the assembled crowd in front of
athletic director, to Colonel Andy John F . Kennedy Memorial
Pribnow , comman~ling officer of Library and spoke of the day's
Eastern ' s Reserve Officer events saying "what' s going on
Training Corps.
offers an opportunity for a think
Between the first meeting at the day . ..a day to think about our
library and the second in the problems. "
Mentioning a few of the many
Fieldhouse at 11: 40, students were
asked to break up into discussion problems ·that have caused
groups to be lead by participating disruptions on the nation ' s
campuses, which resulted in more
faculty members.
The period of reflection is to than 200 colleges suspending
continue during this week, with a classes last r riday, and some for
request from President Shuck to the rest of the year. Shuck said it
all faculty members to devote was a time " to give attention to
specified hours to discussions on considering Kent State, Southeast
Asia. and the conflict on
topical issues.
campuses." He added that it was
Today, 12:40 classes are to be necessary to look at " ways in
set aside for discussion and 1: 40 which we can deal with ourselves.
classes on Thursday.
and give thought to managing the
The scheduling of these events social environment we live in ."
He went on to tell those
came after a request to Council by
assembled
that he had been
the Committee for Peace in
Vietnam to designate two days for "concerned for a number of years
mourning the deaths of the Kent about the compulsion in this
country and our culture to find the
State stu(ients.
To the apparent surprise of the scapegoat in other people but
CPVN, Council went further than ourselves.''
He told the mixed crowd of
that and requested the president
individuals
that "it is extremely
cancel all classes Friday, as well
as telephone Governor Daniel difficult to relate our own
Evans with a request that all state contributions to problems. It is so
supported colleges close that day easy to find others responsible,
and flags be flown at half-mast on and so easy not to look at
ourselves."
all state buildings.
As an overcast hung over the
The telegram to President
Nixon was drafted, and a teach-in Cheney campus and a light rain
sprinkled the assemblage, Shuck
called for.
Friday's speeches are described said "confidence in our ability to
below .
deal with our .emotions a nd

Think Day Theme

• #

•
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prejudices may be the key to
seeing this thing through,''
referring to the disruption and
violence that has hit the country
and briefly threatened Eastern.
Realizing a need for change of
pace exists Shuck defended
democratic procedures as being
"the better way, the only way we
can beat the problems we're
concerned with." He added that he
was more convinced than ever
before that giving the vote to 19year-olds was an ''important
necessity" so that they "may be
involved in the processes of
government" which so effect their
lives .
Urging students and instructors
to do all they could to understand
the democratic processes of
government, Shuck said that "an
understanding of tiow the
processes can be used and should
be used" was important to getting
things done in a nonviolent
manner.
"I honestly believe change must
come and that it will come,"
President Shuck commented. "It
must come through the processes
we have and it should not destroy
the mechanisms of democratic
processes simply because of
human selfishness."

State Dept Hit

There is a general feeling, said
Rajala, that wars should be left to
the generals "even though their
only solution is always a bigger
war".
There is the same feeling that
the foreign diplomat can best
assess the local situation, said.
Rajala. Policy makers, though,
disregard the fact that the
diplomat is primarily trying to
earn recognition and advancement
by practicing subversion on the
neutral and hostile and thereby
disturbing "potentially stable
conditions."
" Our presidents are the
intellectual prisoners of their
advisors," concluded Rajala .
While the advisors assess and
suggest action, the man in the
field strives for personal
advancement. "Thus our foreign
policy can become a cynical and
opportunistic extension of the
prejudices, miscalcula tioris and
greed of a corps of self-serving
underlings.' '

Nixon Move Vital
" By attacking enemy
sanctuaries in Cambodia and
Laos, we can destroy supplies of
food · and ammunition." said
Colonel Andy Pribnow , in defense
of American military operations
in those countries.
.
" Our casualties will be greatly
reduced," he said, " and it will
give South Vietnam more time to
replace American troops ." .
President Richard Nixon's
scheduled withdrawal of
American troops depends on the
enemy, tot. Pribnow said. If the
enemy does not escalate,
withdrawal will continue . .
Col. Pribnow said people should
seek all points of view before
forming a conclusion.
He compared some of the
dissenters to the proverbial six
blind men examining an elephant.
If only one area is looked at, Col.
Pribnow said,
mistaken
conclusions are possible. While
not entirely wrong, they are not
entirely right either.
1

The United States has changed
from "a fumbling. well-meaning
but universally admired giant to a
calculating meddler , feared ,
respected for its strength, but no
longer admired or loved. "
Dr . Clifford Rajala. associate
professor of geography, raised
many eyebrows and received · a
standing ovation for his candid
remarks concerning his former
employer, the State Department.
Although be admitted there are
highly motivated and moral
people in the State Department,
"in the clamor for influence on our
national leaders, their voices are
too often unheard."
Rajala lambasted the U.S.
involvement in Vietnam and lack
of concern for the anti -American
activities of other countries. "We
talk of a possible bloodbath in
South Vietnam if the Communists
take over and close our eyes to the
over half million deaths that our
"The race is not always to the
own intervention has caused . We
swiftest.
nor the battle to the
spend our resources half a world
strongest.
But that's the way to
away while anti-Americanism
nibbles away the countries of bet ."
Those words sum up the
Latin America one by one. "

Athletes Changed

philosophy of the athletic
department, said Brent Wooten,
athletic director and head football
coach at Eastern.
The competitive spirit is
''deeply imbedded in the
American way of life," he said,
and "athletes exemplify what this
country stands for.' '
Quoting Paul "Bear" Bryant,
longtime head football coach at
the University of Alabama,
Wooten said, "Football teaches
the number one American way of
life - to win."
Wooten also spoke of changes in
the college sports arena. Coaches
are no longer able to control the
private lives of the athletes, he
s~id.
Now , it is not uncommon to see
beards, long hair and sideburns on
athletes. Two or three years ago,
this was not so, Wooten said.
He put the blame for many of
the problems faced by athletes
and athletics on non-athletes, or
" psuedo-athletes - people who
come out to raise heH, cause
trouble and use athletes for their
own ends. "
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Shuck Hits War In Teach~ln

RALPH NADER, nationally known consumer crusader, shocked some
of the nearly 700 spectators last Tuesday when he said, •'There was
documented evidence of packing houses sellipg tumors to consumers
from sweetbreads.''

Nader Keeps Image

President Emerson C. Shuck
told about 300 students Wednesday
in referring to Southeast Asia ,
"I personally join with those who
be.lieve that as a nation and a
people we must remove ourselves
as quickly as possible from a
tragic disaster of inhumane
,
involvement."
Speaking at a teach-in on
President Richard Nixon's recent
decision to involve United States
military forces in Cambodia,
President Shuck said, "The war in
Southeast Asia has far exceeded
its moral defensibility as a shield
between the violent and nonviolent."
The teach-in, sponsored by an
"emergency
faculty-student
committee," included a
brief
history of Cambodia, by David
Bell, assistant professor of
political science and Southeast
Asian specialist, a discussion of
the constitutionality of· the war by
Joseph
Schuster,
assistant
professor Qf political science and
specialist on constitutional law,
and Dr. Shuck's comments.
After the speeches, members of
the audience were urged to split
into discussion groups, each to be
led by a faculty member and a
student.
President Shuck's comments

from a prepared statement were
received with a standing ovation.
He went on to say, "The problems
of our society and our nation are
serious ones. The way we meet
these problems is just as serious."
After Dr. Shuck had given his
statement, he explained his
position on the lowering of the flag
on top of Showalter Halt. The flag
was lowered ~o half-mast during
the teach-in, after which Dr .
Shuck had it put back up to full
staff.
President Shuck said the
lowering of the flag was not in
disrespect, but was an
"expression of the seriousness and
concern" over the problems
evident in the country.
Dr. Shuck also said , "This
especially is no time for fun and
games in mob activity. Acts of
disruption and violence are at this
tense time deeply dangerous.' '
David Bell spoke first at the
rally with a history of war and
revolution in Cambodia, from
ancient times through the French
colonial period up to the present
situation.
Bell said Prince Sihounak,
Cambodia's chief-of-state until the
military coup of that country in
March, 197-0, was "kept in power
by the unsurpassed loyalty from

the peasants."
Bell called 1970 the beginning of
a '' golden opportunity'' for the
United States, until the recent
invelvement of troops in
Cambodia.
"The prospects are frightening
in Cambodia," Bell said, and the
prospects are frightening in
Laos."
Joseph Schuster then spoke on
the constitutionality of the war.
"The Constitution is more ihan a
legal document," Schuster said.
"It is a matter of spirit and
intent."
He called President Nixon's
involvement in Cambodia a
violation of the spirit, " if not a
violation, of the legality, " of the
Constitution.
Quoting a news release from
United 'Press International ,
Schuster said Secretary of State
William P. Rogers was either
mislead by President Nixon or
was misleading Congress.
Four days prior to President
Nixon's announcement allowing
American troops to cross the
border inlo Cambodia, Rogers had
given secret testimony to a House
subcommittee saying the
administrati9n had "no incentive
to escalate."

•

Hits Business
I

/1

Corporations in the United
States have the law on their side
when they inflict more violence on
the consumer than he ever suffers
at the hands of the street criminal.
Such was the major theme of
nationally known consumer
crusader Ralph Nader. speaking
to nearly 700 persons in the
Fieldhouse May 5 Nader is
credited with passage of the
National Automobile Safety Act
and recent reforms in regulation
of meat and coal mining
industries.
Several years ago General
Motors Corporation was aware
that piston shafts it was making
for the Convair 580 airliner could
result in a propeller spinning off.
Yet the company declined to
recall the defective parts in order
to preserve its corporate image,
said Nader.
When a Convair 580 crashed in
Ohio killing 38 persons, Nader
said, the company was fined $8.000
after the Federal Aviation Agency
established the pistons were at
fault.
Nearly 6,000 Americans died
last year in street murders, but
before collapsible steering
columns were put on cars, 250,000
Americans died after being
impaled on steering columns since
1900.
"When I was going through the
U.S. Patent Office backgrounding
the book (Unsafe at Any Speed),"
he said, "I saw patents dating
from the early part of the century
which proved the technology for ·
collapsible steering columns was
available."

"It's against the law for an
individual to relieve himself in
Puget Sound," said Nader, "but
corporations do it in vast amounts
every day."
"But the laws can go through
state legislatures to clarify
procedures now that there are
enough people stepping forward,"
he said.
But, much remains to be done to
fight "corporate violence," Nader
said. "This is the kind of willful
violation of law and order that
Vice President (Spiro) Agnew
hasn't paid much attention to."
Corporations are private
governments unto them selves and
they are more autoritarian than
any military organization in the
works, said Nader. Several books
have been written about "inside
the C.I.A. but none on inside
G.M."
When criticized for pollution,
Nader said, corporations defend
the pollution by saying it is "the
price of progress.''
"This is saying the end justifies
the means," he said. ' 'This is
something corporation presidents
chide students for doing."
To combat "corporate
violence," Nader said consumers
will have to learn the seats of
power and how to turn legislative
votes over to their side.

Europe .Trip

Canceled

Plans for the June 13 to
August 22 European Study Tour
have been cancelled.
Major automakers did not
According to Lowell Poore,
install the device on their cars
associate
in special programs,
until required to do so by law.
the tour was cancelled due to
"America is the most affluent
lack
of sufficient numbers of
nation in the world," he said ,
students
and passengers
turning _to the topic of pollution,
registering
for
the trip . Forty
"yet it hasn't learned to toilet
students were needed to allow
train itself.''
·
the tour to go.
"If every industry were to stop
Those who have mac!e
polluting tomorrow and instead
deposits of money with the
fill the air and water with
Office of Special Programs will
harmless red dye in the same
receive a refund of the total
quantity a s pollutants, a court
amount deposited.
would close the factori es
Anyone wishing to pursue
immedia tely," said Nader .
other avenues for study abroad
" They wouldn' t be allowed to
are encouraged to contact
cover our homes and clothes with
Poore at the Office of Special
red pa int but the law lets the m fill
Program, Showalter 307, for
the air with carcinogens (cancerfurth er information , said
causing agents) and flu orides." he
Poore.
said.

... Coca ..Col a.. an d '"Coke·· are roo11te ,od trad&·marks w h1c h 1de-ntify 1h e samo produc1 01 Tne Coca•Cola Coms, anv.

.8ott\ed ,und ~r th eauthority of The Coca -Cola Company by: INLAND EMPIRE COA-COLA
BOT11LING CO., SPOKANE, WASHINGTON
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Day' Attitu es, Opinions Re lecte

LEADERS OF THE SPOKANE PEACE MARCH, including Natural editor Russ Nobbs,
shown here with the microphone, drew up and announced a list of demands on the U.S.
Governme nt , including "im mediate withdrawal of all United States troops from Southeast
Asia ." The march and rally culminated a week of protest activities in many area colleges.

Saturday's march, with students from all the area schools, numbered approximately 300
people. During the rally , Nobbs also asked people to sign a petition calling for President
Nixon's impeachment.

EASTERN'S CONTINGENT to the peace rally, in.eluding Student Mobilization Committee memllers , show
their form in front of the Federal Building. The peace march and rally was the combined effort of area
schools culminating a week of student protests in refutation of the war in Southeast Asia and the killing of four
Kent students.

LO UIS BELL, sophomore, expresses his concern on the Kent State
killings and violence at colleges and universities, saying " · . .. the
chickens have come home to roost' (Malcolm X )." If it takes murder at
home of white s to gel national involvement, more power to mass
murders. But that is the ' chucks' (whites ) problem so let the 'chucks'
handle it."

I

'

MEMBERS of the Spokane Police Department bone up on some peace
literature while supervising the demonstrations in downtown Spokane
Saturday. The Spokane Police were called only to supervise and control
traffic.
---- -
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ONE DEMONSTRATOR takes a breather during the Spokane peace
march, picking the rather unusual leaning post of a late model Rolb
Royce belonging to a patron of an exclusive club located nearby.

I

Photos Tell
Weeks Events
Eve nts or last week. both on the
na tion a I sce ne a nd he re a l
Easte rn . cau sed Eas te rn stud e nts
to join wit.h those ol co ll eges
ac ross the country in a da .1· of
refl ec ti on .
Topi cs covered by sp a kers a nd
in group di sc uss ion Friday . to
co ntinu e th ro ugh thi s week.
ra nged from the ki lli ng of four
Kent State Univ ersity. Ohio.
stude nts to President Ric ha rd
Nixon 's involve me nt of United
States Troops in Cambodia .
The Easterner cap tures the
mood of the day in some candid
photographs taken both on campus
and in Spoka ne during Saturda y's
peace march.
Wh ile no major solutions lo th e
wor ld's a nd nation 's proble ms
we re expected to be di s covered on
E a s te rn ' s campus , the da y
prov ided students and facu lty the
opportunity to reflect on the
implications of those problems.
( All photo's on this page are by
The Easterner photographer Hal
Blegen .)

In P otos
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THOMAS CHAMBERS, associate professor of sociology, gives the peace sign in Spokane Saturday as he says
"the genocidal violence of the war, the murder of the Kent students and racism are manifestations of the
desperation of men and institutions that can no longer solve problems by peaceful means. War, alienation, and
injustice will be overcome by hard work and organizing of students and other concerned Amedca ns."

--

. PRESIDENT SHUCK expresses his opinion on the week's activiti es.
saying "I was heartened by the mature total response of th e campus to
the events of last week. I believe that it revealed the genuine concern of
nearly all persons to avoid violence as a way of dealing with problems.
This condition is a vital necessity if we are to follow open and rational
approaches to the present matters of complex implications fo r all of
us."

I
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PETE ESVELT shows his i(eneral indignation as he feels "today's
society is disgu sting ... The four Kent Stale st udents weren ' t mili tants.
They were 'The silent majority'. It could happen to me , it could happen
to you !"

PARTICIPANTS in Spokane's peace ra ll y a nd march Sa turda y hoist a sign ex pressing in their sign their
answer to President Nixon's expa nsion of the war in to Cam bodia a nd t he killing of four Ke11 t Sl a te students,
by National Guardsman.

LA RR Y KEYSE R, a m e mbe r of t he Co m mi ttee for Peace in Vietnam
a nd one of the propon en ts of Frida y's Teach-in , fe els "The week's
acti vit ies were a n over whe lming s uccess! Pa rti ci pation Jacked a littlt•
but tha t isn' t t hP. poi nt . If onl y te n people here were pe rsuaded to chan ge
their viewpoint, it was a s uccess. T ha t's the way the movement works.
It chips away a t people until t he tr uth is event ually exposed."

WHILE THREE HUNDRED or so demon strators protested the war in Spokane Saturday, at least 25
moto rcycle policemen assisted in directing Ira ffic and appeared extremely cooperative, going out of their
way to a \'Oid incidents.

.
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Savagettes End Track Year
(Editor's Note: This is the sixth
in a series of articles highlighting
Eastern's Spring Sports.)
Eastern Ladies Track Team
completed the 1970 season with a

second place finish in the
Northwest District Meet in
Bellingham Saturday. Two
individuals, Becky Nelson and Dee
Stoneback, are now preparing for

Section

instant
replay
by dan monahan

Eastern's One Man· Team
Eastern's one man Rodeo team is headed for the
collegiate rodeo at LaGrande, Oregon, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday.
Mike Haptonstall is second in the Northwest bronc
riding category but has competed in one less rodeo than
leader Jim Jacobson of Montana State University. With a
good showing in the LaGrande rodeo, Haptonstall could
easily move into the top spot. The first two finishers in
each event qualify for the Nationals in Bozeman, Montana,
June 23-27.
There are two other members of .Eastern's rodeo
team. But, Gale Fowler and Terry Wilson will not be competing this weekend, and will not qualify for the nationals.
· Most school teams are composed of six men and
three women.
Mike is a music major at Eastern, and, surprisingly
enough, has related this major with his favorite sport.
"Timing is very important in riding, and I find the
syncopation very helpful. By counting ... ONE, two,
three, four ... I can keep timing with the horse's action,"
he said.
Haptonstall, from Richland, Washington, has been
competing in rodeos for about eight yttars. In that time
he has acquired two $500 trophy saddles, 30 trophies and
some 30 trophy belt buckles including one valued at

$100.
So far this season Haptonstall placed first in saddle
bronc at University of Montana, second at Western Montana, second at Washington State, and first at Lewiston,
Idaho. He also took third in bareback at Lewi·ston. A first
or second at LaGrande would give him enough points to
lead Jacobson in saddle bronc. Only the top five scores
are tabulated in determining the top contender in each
event. Jacobson has two firsts, two seconds and a fourth.
In his spare time at the different rodeo events, Mike
trys to recruit high school and community college riders
for Eastern. He has hopes of a competitive team at Eastern
and is promoting the possibility of organizing a "Savage
Rodeo." He says a rodeo here would be beneficial to the
Eastern Rodeo club, which started out at about 33 members at the beginning of the school year, but dropped to
abo~t ten members. The noticable loss in membership
followed word that Eastern would not be hosting a rodeo
this year.
Haptonstall is a graduating $enior. He will be lost to
the school next year in rodeo season. Hopefully he has
generated enough interest in the program among present
team members and those he is trying to retruit that his
efforts will be rewarded with a competitive team and an
Eastern-hosted rodeo in the near future, if not next year.

*

*

*

Cyclist Mike Lane is back in school and carrying a
few pounds of plaster on his right leg. Lane received a

severe leg fracture two and a half weeks ago during the
Motocross event behind Woodward Stadium. He will be
in cast and on crutches for the better part of three months
before it's back to the bike.
1
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THE VERSATILE DEE STONEBACK participates in the jump events
at a recent meet at Woodward Stadium.

Wildcats Next

Eastern Takes Second
In Savage Golf Match
Eastern Golfers travel to
Ellensburg Friday for a golf
match with Whitworth and
Central.
The Savages placed second in
the 36-hole Eastern Washington
State College Invitational Golf
Tournament last Thursday and
Friday. University of Oregon won
the tourney handily with a team
score of 355-358-713. The Savages
placed second in the 13-school field
with 370-369-739.
Eastern Golf Coach Don Kallem
expressed pleasure with his
team's finish . "We beat two Pac-8
teams (Orego n , State ·and
Washington State), the tourney

Savages Place
At Hangman

1

Two Eastern golfers finished
high in the standings in la st
weekend's Hangman Valley
Amateur Golf Tournament in
Spokane.
Fred Lufkin, a senior· who is
Eastern's number one golfer,
placed second with a 74-72-146,
two over par, and two strokes
off the winning pace set by
Gary Floan of Spokane.
Lufkin's previous amateur
wins, in addition to his play for
Eastern, include the Spokane
City Championships, twice;
Esmerelda
Amateur
Championships twice; and the
Liberty Lake Amateur, once.
· Bruce Brevet, an Eastern
sophomore, finished tenth in
the Hangman tourney with a
socre of 80-77-157.

defending champs (Portland
State), Montana, defending Big
Sky champs, and Northwest
Conference champion Whitman,''
Kallem said.
Oregon's Dave Glenz won
medalist honors with a 36-hole
score of 139, four under par.- In the
opening round Glenz set a
Hangman course record of ·s1.
Seattle University's Jim Brady
was second at 140. Eastern's Fred
Lufkin scored 143 for a share of
fifth place. Gary Lindeblad placed
eighth for the Savages with a 145.
Bruce Brevet tied for tenth with a
SC(?re of 149, including a hole-inone on the 198 yard 17th hole.
Brevet used a four-wood for the
ace.
Eastern's team is preparing for
the combined EvCo and NAIA
District-1 tournament May 22 and
23 at Indian Canyon in Spokane.
Lufkin and Lindeblad have already
qualified and a playoff will
determine the other three
participants for Eastern between
Brevet, Bob Lanning, Bud David
and Greg Strate.
The NAIA Nationals will be hel~
May 9-13 at the Clay Crest Country
Club in Liberty, Missouri.
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this Saturday's pentathalon in
Ellensburg.
In the District meet, Oregon
College of Education won the
event with 87 points. Eastern was
second with 76 points and Central
was third .with 64 points.
Miss Nelson placed first in the
high jump at five feet, four inches
short of her season best. She took
second in the 100 meter hurdles
while setting a new Northwest
District record of 16.5 feet. She
had achieved 17 feet in the
preliminary event. Becky also
placed third in the long jump at 16'
5", an inch and a half shy of her
season best.
Miss Stoneback took two firsts
and a second at Bellingham. She
won the 220 in 26.6, her best time,
and the 440 in 63.5, 2 112 seconds
below her season best. Dee placed
second in the 100 yeard dash in
another best effort at 11.9. ·
Grace Willey climaxed the
season with her best efforts of the
year in the 200 meter bur.dies, 32.5,
and the 100 meter hurdles, 17.3.
For her effort she placed second in
the 200 and sixth in the 100.
Nancy Snyder took third in the
shot at 35'6" and fourth in the
javelin at 129-feet. In addition to
the two season-bests, she also has
the Savagette's best discus of the
season at 96'4 3/,".
Diane Astle scored a season best
in the 880 with a sixth place time
of 2: 45.0. Her best mile of the year
was 6:49.
Eastern's Relay teams placed
fifth in the 4 x 110 and 880 medley.
Other team members and their
best for the season just ended are:
Barb Banger, who had a toss of
31 '3" in the shot, and a discus best
of 95' 11 3/4"; Eileen Mathews, a
high jump of 4'6"; Nancy Holder,
who made the mile in 6:50.9; and
Barb Gibson who's best high jump
is 4'4".
Misses Willey, Gibson, Mathews
and Gilmore comprise the 4 x 110
relay team and Misses Astle,
Mathews, Gibson and Gilmore
make up the 880 relay.
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Savages Must Win
Evergreen Finale
Second , third and fourth places
in the Evergreen Conference
BasebaU s tandings are up for
grabs this weekend as the Savages
travel to Bellingham to meet
Western.
Central has cinched the EvCo
title with an undefeated record
(10-0). Western has a 5-5 record
for second place, while Eastern is
third at 3-7. Whitworth, in the
cellar is 2-8.
Eastern needs two wins over the
Vikings to move into second place
in the final week of play.
Whitworth, meanwhile needs at
least one win over Central and two
Eastern losses if they hope to ace
out the Savages for third place, in
the event that Western should
finish second.
Eastern and Whitworth split last
Saturday's double header at
Cheney. Eastern won the opener,
1-0, in an 11-inning pitching duel
between Dick Rousseau, Eastern,

and Pete Zografos, Whitworth .
Rousseau allowed only two hits
and retired 24 straight batters,
nine by strike outs at one stretch
of the lengthy game . E ast ern 's
lone run·came in the bottom of the
11th inning when Dave Park hit
Dick Horch home.
Rousseau is the Savages leading
pitcher with a 5-2 record for the
season and is Eastern's only
conference winning pitcher, with a
3-2 record in the Evco.
The Pirates took the nightcap as
Tom Beall pitched a four-hitter
and drove in two of Whitworth·s
runs.
The NAIA District-I tournament
will be held May 22-23, NAIA
Area-1 tourney May 28-30, and the
'NAIA National Tournament June
8-13.

Ed Fic;her

Tracksters Take Martin Meet

Ea stern Tracksters host two
teams from Vancouver , B. C. this
weekend in preparation for the
Evergreen Conf ~rence meet May
22-23, in Spokane.
EVERGREEN CONFERENCE
Eastern easily outdistanced their
Cer,tral Wash.
10
0 l.000
Wes tern Wash.
• .5
eight
opposing -teams to win with
5
.500
S
Eastern Wash.
• .3
7
.300
7
Whitworth
. . • .. • 2
151 points in victory. Boise State
8
.200
8
College placed second with 953/s
points.
Curt Hisaw was named the
meet's · most outstanding
performer as be placed first in the
seven memb.e rs. However, Dr. pole vault with a 15'6" meet
Bob Anderson, Athletic Director- record vault that is the best
elect at Eastern, said that there is National Association of
at least one other school that has Intercollegiate Athletics leap in
expressed interest in JOJn1ng, the . northwest this year. Paul
" . .so there could be eight or even Rosser, who has established
more teams when Whitworth himself as the number-two vaulter
in the Evergreen Conference,
leaves." ·
"We feel it will really placed third with a vault of 14-feet.
Ed Fisher proved to be the class
strengthen the league and will be
well-balanced in all sports," Dr. of the field in the horizontal
jumps, first winning the long jump
Anderson said.
with
a 22'7" leap, and then
Officials of the schools involved
doubling
back in the triple jump
are working to hasten scheduling
of league foes in all sports. Details with a meet record performa nce
will be worked out at the of44 '11 " .
Dave Powledge won the shot
Evergreen Conference Spring
m eeting in Spokan-e. May 25 and competition.by over-four feet as he
threw 54'11 " . Tom Wood placed
26.
third in that event as he did in the
.
.
discus which was won by J erry
Schwinkendorf. of Eastern , with a
170' 53/4 ' toss- 19 feet fa rther tha n
scoring 64 points. La mbda Chi his closest competitor.
Greg Hobbs provided Eastern' s
Alpha · was second with 58 points
and the Guppies were third with 27 lone place in the high jump.
gaini ng a third .
poi nts.
The days running events started
The innertubes won the 200
medley relay in a time of 2: 12.5 out with near disaster as
and the 200 yard free style relay in
2:06.8.
Bob Va nSchoorl a nd Steve
Da vidson swa m the 50-ya rd back
stroke in 33-seconds. Steve Wood
Washington ~tate University
won the 50 yard free-style in 28.5
will host about 80 of the best
seconds . Bob McQuade took the 50
women tennis players in the
ya rd breast stroke in 34 .9 seconds,
Northwest from 21 schools from
a nd Clarkwell won th e 50 ya rd
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
·butte rfly in 30.6.
Montana in the Pacific Northwest
Coll e g e Wom e n's S port s
Association Tennis Tournament.

EvCo Opens Doors In Fall
Evergreen
Conference
President, Dr. William Tomaras,
of Western Washington State
College, made it official yesterday
when he announced that four
Oregon schools will join the EvCo
starting September, 1970, as
predicted last week in the
Easterner.
The four new members will be
Southern Oregon, Ashland,
Eastern Oregon, La Grande,
Oregon College of Education,
Monmouth, and Oregon Tech.,
Klamath Falls. The addition will
give the league eight schools in the
1970-71 campaign. Whitworth will
join the Northwest Conference in
1971, leaving the Evergreen with

Eastern's number-one sprint relay
team dropped the baton on the
second exchange but the Savage's
number two team of Rousser,
Moore, Camp and Picard saved
the event to gather fifth place
points.
A slow track held the times
down but optimism developed in
running events as Joe Ross came
on to take second place in the
mile. Next up was the 100-yard
dash in which Al Stallworth,
making his first start in three
weeks, emerged victorious. Tom
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l :59.0 ; 4. J P.rrv Joh nson (I) 1 : 59.2 ; 5. S11 m
Sco rda ( E W) 2: 00.1; 6. A le x Ulazonek
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lnte rmedia le h urd les - - 1. S te ve P ears on (WSU) S5.7; 2. Muzzv (E W) 56.? ;
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Rudd (BSCl 56 .11 : 5. Tnm T horpe ( BSC )
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(Whitm), Wheeler ( 1 I t8fld Lofto n (U PS)
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The Savage Tennis Tea m hosts
Spoka ne Community College a t 2
o'clock this a fte rnoon. a nd wra p
up the dua l season at home with
Ce ntr a l Was hin g t o n St a t e
Saturday a t 11 a .m .
Ea stern bea t Spoka ne. 8-0. a nd
fe ll to Centra l, 8-1, ear lier in the
season.
Washington State Unive rsity
defeated Eastern Saturday , 7-2.
Te rry Ma rd e n, Easte rn's
number one player, defeated Ron
'DeHaan, 6-4, 6-0; and Dennis
Wilson defeated Steve P eck, 6-3, 86, for the Savages only wins.
For WSU , J oe Kara s defeated
Scott Green, 7-5, 3-6, 8-6; Chr is
Wilson bea t Walt Tobe y, 6-4, 6-2;
J amie Holden beat Keith Wa tson.
6-8, 6-2, 6-2; a nd ' J eff Smith
downed J ack Bunnell, 6-2, 6-3.
WSU swept the doubles matches
as Steve Docherty and DeHaan
beat Marden-Tobey. 6-3, 6-3;
Karas and Holde n dow ned Green
and Wilson, 6-2, 5-7, 6-3 ; a nd P eckWilson beat Watson a nd Bunnell,
'

,

f

'

wsu.

Pine Leagers

Savage Netters Host Spokane
Today and Central Saturday
6-3, 6-2.

Easte rn coach Don Case' s team .
with severa l exceptions .. is young
a nd inexperienced.
"We're playing four freshmen
and they're playing some pretty
good tennis but they need more
experience," Case said. "This
team will be a good nucleus for
next year's team."
Terry Marden is pre par ing for
th e E ve rgr ee n Co nfe r e nc e
t o ur na'm e n t May 22-23 a t
Whitworth and the NAIA district
tourney in Tacoma , Ma y 29-30. It
is expected tha t Ma rden will
represent Eastern in the Na tionals
at Kansas City , June 8-12.
"Te rry hasn't really peaked out
yet," Case sa id. "He' s working
out with Steve Docherty a t WSU
a nd several Spoka ne city champs
now a nd we hope to pea k him out
about conference time so he' 11 be
playing hi's top tennis. "
Marden, Eastern's number one
playe r , has an 11-win, 1-loss
record this sea son.'t ' . .
•

t ,, , ,

,
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Blisterfeldt tied for fi rst in the
220-yard dash and placed third in
the 100 yard dash.
The 880 turned out to be more of
a contact sport than it is supposed
to be. Elbows and bodies made ·
sharp contact in the tightly
bunched 12-man field, as Mike
Johnson finished first and Sam
Scorda, fffth.
Syd Muzzy ran second and Arnie
Moore a close third in the 440
Intermediate hurdles. In his first
three-mile of the year , Barry Jahn
placed third with a time of 15:02.6.
In the mile relay Eastern's tea~
of Moore, Johnson, Muzzy and
Reese placed fourth . a nd the
number two team of Fisher.
Bayman, Crawford and Scorda
placed fifth .

15-lt

Cowboys Win Softball Title
The intra mural softball season
came to a n end last week, with the
Cowboys whiping out Los
B a ndito s, 21 - 2 , in th e
championship game.
The Cowboys appea r well on
their way toward the intramura l
Overall trophy to be presented at a
la ter date. The Cowboys took the
volleyball and the baske tball titles
earlier in the intra mural season.
Student Court won th e footba ll
championship.
Swimming
The Inne rtubes w on th ~
intra mura l swim meet Thursda y

Jerry SchwinkencJorf

Curt Hisaw

Eastern will be represented by
Vicky Ha rdie, Ka ren Gilmore,·
Sue F ry and Ka thy Abbey,

t°tir,...
!A:54 .9:

23

Intramural Sets
Golf Tourney;
Fa·culty League
Registra tion for a n intra mura l
golf tour name nt are be ing
acce pted until Friday . The
tournament will be held at
Ha ngman Creek, May 19, with teeoff time between 1-4 p.m. The
meet is open to any tea ms of four :
or more members. Only the best
four scores on each tea m will
count toward the championship of
the 18-hole event.
Faculty me mbers inter~sted in
forming a twilight golf league are •
asked to attend an organizational
•
meeting at Hangman at seven
•
tomorrow night . The teams will
play nine holes on Thursday
evenings with tee-off time
between five and seven o'clock.
Applica tions for theMen's Track
Meet are being acceptefl until May
22 . The event will be held May 26
in all tr.ack a nd fi.el.d eve nts.

m lle - · 1. Don Keller (N E WNI
2. Bnb 1-!a m llton (fl U : 59,11 ;
J, Berry J a hn ( E WI 1.s·.02.1, ; -'· T om
R,ihl n snn (WS IJ) 1~:l)~.1; ~. Jll"J"I Hatc her
(B SC: ) 1.5 : 17.5; 6, Jim Soee,. CU PS ) 16 .17,7,
- 1,1rne re 111v -- I. Bois!! St a te r Derinv
Jacobsor,, Maher. G la ssen . Ward ) J: 25.l ;
2 ldahD , 3:25.5; 3. U PS, J :28.7; ,t, E WSC
No. 1. 3 : 31 J ; 5. E WSC No. 2 .3 :35.2;
6. WS U, 3 :38.S.
Team ~c orlns:, -- E astern W a sh ln9ton
l SI. Boise St ate 95~ . WS U F rosh 6? ;
P us:,et So und 65'1, ; Idah o 63 3-4 ; Whit.
wort h 17, No rthwP.s l Naz arene 25, Whit·
man 7 3·.f, Gon zag a o.

FINLAN DIA S1 5 0 , AL SO T O 2 10 0
W E DD I NG RI NG 3 4 . 7 5

Eve r y K eepsa ke enga gem ent
diamond i. g ua r an l ed per fec t
(or r •p lace m nt a ured ) .Yo u
C'a n'L h u y a fi ner d ia mo nd ring.

k
~ P - s a _ e·
~.,........, :.:..G I S T E R E D
DlAM O ND

R IN G S

MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

SM·ITH JEWE'LERS
408 FIRST STREET
Cheney, Wash;

Phone 235-6312
Rln gs r nlar5eetl to sh ow de tail. T rad l•-M&rk Rc-g.
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Your BEAUTIFUL CLEANERS in the
heart of downtown Cheney
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CLEAN O NLY

4 lbs.
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e

$1.00 :

(You Press)

•

FOR YOUR BETTER THINGS W E SUGGEST
OUR PROFESSJONA L CLEANING & PRESSING

•
•

•: Maddux Dry Cleaners :•
•e
I•
•••••••••••••••••••••
409 First

(Next Door to Goofy's)
•
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Letters to the· Editor
(Continued from Page 3)
academic expertise and propriety
cannot be imagined as less than a
challenge both to the freedom to
teach and the freedom to learn.
It does violence to the former
because it presents a posture of
speculation and advocacy as
empirically verified, and it
operates to transform the college
into ·an instrument for social
action rather than a center for
intellectual endeavor. It is
harmful to the latter because in
place of encouraging intellectual
capabilities of analysis and
scholarship it generates
superstitions and myths and offers
them as answers to complex
problems. In place of
dispassionate
rational
investigation it promotes atavistic
affective attitudes.
But aside from the questions
that this event poses to the
purpose of the academic
community, there is perhaps a
broader issue that it underscores.
Insofar as careless thought and
unreflecting attitudes have
previously contributed
to
unfortunate choices in foreign
policy formulation, it is certain
that the socialization process
provided by the "teach-in" hardly
provide·s future decisionmakers
with better means for making the
hard choices that policy requires
than those which have been
available in the past.
Poor policy choice, it would
seem, cannot be construed to be in
the interest of the peoples of this
nation, nor, because of the unique
position of the United States in the
international system, can it be
regarded as in the interests of
humanity itself. To contribute to it
might be termed fatuous were it
not for the tragedy which that
term fails to convey.
S. E. Mahoney
Political Science Department

Who Needs It?
Editor:
lrt last week's Easterner on the
front page. Thomas Chambers
was quoted as saying. "We must
seek a world in which love
becomes
the
guiding
principle .... None of us are in
control unless we take control.''
As he spoke of love it became
quite clear that he means we all
must love each other at any cost.
For it was his following of student
thugs who muscled their way,
using love as the guiding principle,
to lower the flag and to injure a
student in a scuffle that followed.
It becomes obvious that Mr.
Chambers will have us all loving
each other and using love as the
guiding principle even if a
minority of student thugs must
enforce love by using brown shirt
tactics.
It is ironic that while the
protesting students were calling
anyone who stood up for ROTC
fascist pigs, they were using Nazi
tactics of violence and/ or threat of
vioience upon individuals who
opposed them.

There is one thing clear to
e~e_ryone and that is who needs the
kind of love that Nazi's use as a
guiding principle.
William R . Odell

Not Protest
Editor :
I believe the caption under the
picture of Mr. Irskine Sturges on
the back page of the May 6 The
Easterner deserves comment. I
quote the first line_ from your
copy : "lrskine Sturges, raises his
hand in a protest gesture during a
sudden seige 01'! Eastern ROTC
Building."
T will not quibble about the

"sudden seige," although I think
your editorial cartoon (p. 2)
contradicts the implication of
these words. However, I was
standing no more than six (6) feet
behind Mr. Sturges (physically, if
perhaps not idealogically) when
his "protest gesture" was
recorded photographically.
Because of the Intensity of the
crowd noise and the number of
questions, et. al., Mr. Sturges
simply raised his hand to Col.
Pribnow in order to gain
recognition to speak! Althouih I
have never studied Ornithology, I
am a Biology major and feel
qualified to recognize The Bird or
whatever other "protest gesture"
the gentleman was reportedly
performing. ~ This species (of
gesture) was the only one I could

construe from your photograph
and your caption.
My point is : If we are to have
problems solved in this society via
organized, responsible processes
(e.g. the May 6 Teach-In) it is
obvious to me that we vitally need
open communications among all
people in the society. If the vast
majority of people (who, of
necessity, will hear of an
important idea/discussion from
news media) are given distorted
views of even the smallest points,
then the topic of news has been
bastardized, at best. Worse, the
important ideas are lost to a
thinking populace simultaneously
with the loss of faith in the
credibility of that particular
source.
R. A. Kappeler

Hunters Th.r eaten
Turnbull Refuge

shortage of marsh in the region.
The marsh fulfills the basic
This is a story about Turnbull, purpose of the refuge by providing
the 17,000 acre protective estate a place for nesting and feeding the
for waterfowl and wildlife located migrating fowl, as well as serving
southeast of Cheney. It is a as a place of rest.
national wildlife refuge which
One informed source close to the
may cease to be a refuge by late situation who could not be
spring.
identified because of bureaucratic
Designed to provide a nesting, reasons said, "The waterfowl
resting and feeding facility for stand is very Umited. Opening it to
migrant waterfowl, its purpose is bunting would further limit the
being threatened by a proposal to water marsh for fowl use," He
open a portion of th~ Refuge to also pointed out it would soon cut
hunting.
·
down on the fowl In the region,
The initial proposal was brought thereby def eating the very
up a little more than a year ago by purpose behind the hunten desires
a number of sportsman's -to see lt open.
associations in Spokane County as
Efforts to prevent the Turnbull
waterfowl hunting declined in the opening have been headed at
area and more and more Eastern by Dr. Nicol with the aid
waterfowl altered their sweepin,t of several individuals and the
flight patterns to the heavily Environmental Action Group. Dr.
watered Columbia Basin region in · Nicol said petitions have been
report," but said the auditors the southeastern area of placed strategically around
campus, and the Environmental
report generalized some i terns Washington.
Today
the
proposal
stands
for
a
Action Group has set up a table in
which Council did not and
15
per
cent
opening
of
the
western
the lobby showing slides of the
combined items in its report
which the A.S. budget had under region of the wildlife site - some Refuge and explaining the
separate items. Ellis said he 1,800 acres - as the Washington situation.
One of the biggest boosts to
rejected the idea that this was the State Fish and Game Commission
cause for the large discrepancy applies pressure on the U.S. Sports those trying to keep the refuge
such as existed in the athletic Fish and Wildlife Service to open closed came last weekend when
that area of the refuge.
the Spokane Action Committee
budget.
It is a deceivin_g figure though: recommended a resolution to the
Ellis also produced a memo
from Business Manager Fred C. "In the fall the area they are Washington
Environmental
Johns dealing with the subject of requesting represents 30 per cent Council Board of Directors, and it
passed unanimously opposing '' the
athletic gate. receipts and of the water in Turnbull," Dr.
expenditures which added Frank Nicol, chairman of opening of any of the ·Turnbull
Eastern's biology department National Wildlife Refuge to
credulence to bis argument.
In the memo Johns criticized a remarked. He is one of the prime hunting."
present procedure of budgeting for movers in efforts to prevent the
The resolution pointed out that
"the bird populations on this
the receipts received from the opening of the refuge to any
athletic gates during football and hunting.
refuge have been steadily
Although the original proposal is
declining," and that "the refuge is
basketball seasons as a method
which "obscures what's really to open the refuge to onlY. 15 per important to ecological study and
cent, by law the refuge can be
biological programs of Eastern."
happening.''
as
much
as
40
per
cent,
opened
by
They also said that any
Johns later told The Easterner
"decimation of the migratory and
what he meant was that the , and many of those fighting the
resident bird populations could
estimated revenues in Council's proposal believe the 15 per cent is
only
the
beginning.
appreciably
decrease the ·harvest
budget generally always reflected
"What
they
want
is
to
get
their
on areas adjacent to the refuge."
a very close parallel to the
The eventual decision will be
estimated expenditures for the foot in the door. Once they've
made by Region I of the Bureau of
section dealing with athletic gate done that there's no stopping
receipts and expenses . Yet, he them, " commented one member . the Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
Service, located in Portland. They
said. each year gross revenues of Eastern's Environmental
are scheduled to meet in Olympia,
exceeded expenses by several Action Group.
Unlike
some
refuges
which
are
May 21, with the Washington State
thousand dollars.
Game Commission. Dr. Nicol said
"What it means," he said, "is capable of opening portions of
if anything was really going to be
Council is not getting the benefit their sites to hunting without
harming
their
basic
purpose,
to prevent the opening it
done
of having this extra money to deal
Turnbull
cannot
do
so.
Despite
its
needed to be done before then.
with as they wish at the beginning
of the year." He explained that i.t 17,000 acres there is still a
was not planned into the total
'
budget as revenue at budget time,
SENIORS
AND
yet at the end of the fiscal year the
revenue existed and was
GRADUATES
channeled automatically into the
MAJORING IN
athletic-grant-in-aid program.
"With it set up like it is they have
'
no choice but for it to go into the
Most of 36 cars tested by the
PHYSICAL SCIE:NCE
grant-in-aid," Johns remarked.
industrial arts department on
The grant-in-aid account is part Earth Day for exhaust emmission
EoucATION
of Eastern's Scholarship Fund and were found to be satisfactory,
serves to aid athletes who have according to Orland Killin,
AGRICULTURE
associate professor of education ..
financial difficulties. .
The tests were designed to
Ellis. in his criticism of the
C1v1L ENGINEERING
budget process said it was set up inform people about air pollution
'I
whereby "everybody is so tired by caused by automobiles, Killin
EcoNoM1cs
the end of the night they pass said, and to "point out how
1,
things without carefully looking at adjusting the carburetor can
them. " He said he considered the lower the carbon monoxide
And nursing and physical
once-a-year budgeting process the emmission of a car considerably.
education. And home
most important thing done all year
Using a special exhaust analyzer
economics and industrial
by Council and felt it should be designed to aid mechanics in
arts And mathematics and
done correctly.
carburator tune-ups. students
business adm1nistrat1on
were able to determine the per
And so many other fields of
cent of carbon monoxide
study.
emmission as well as fuel to air
The people 1n 59 nations
Senior Hall residents will
ratio.
in the devel0p1ng world
hold a tea to commemorate the
Upon completion of the test,
need
and have requested
dorm's 50 year anniverary this
which took approximately five
your help as Peace Corps
Sunday May 17 from 3 to 5 p.m.
minutes, the owner of the car
tested was given a slip which
Volunteers Their need 1s
"Everyone is welcome," said
listed the percent of carbon
Barbara Widman, resident
urgent so don t d€lay
monoxide emission and the fuel to
assistant. There will be an open
Programs for which you
house for anyone wishing to
air ratio, whether the results were
qualify begin training this 1,1,
visit the dorm.
satisfactory or unsatisfactory .
summer
By GALE METCALF
New, Editor

Ellis Critical Of A.S. Budget

( Continued from page 1)
available to each member of
Council before they did this year's
budgeting two weeks ago.
Treasurer Bill Kelley said that
he has had the report since last
fall but had not distributed copies
because he did not "think anybody
really cared - even in the
campaign,'' referring to last
quarter's A.S. election campaign.
Kelley admitted there ·were "a
lot of discrepancies between the
A.S. budget and the auditor's

Summer PreReg.

Opens Soon
Pre-registration for fall quarter
begins. Monday May 18 and will
continue to the 28th.
Tuition and fee payment is
optional at this time. Those
electing to defer fees ($120
resident. $240 non-resident) may
do so until Septimber 10, 1970.
Anytime between May 18 and
September 10, students may
validate their registration by
paying tuition and fees in person in
Showalter 120, or by sending their
check to the cashier's office in the
envelope provided .
Registration not validated by
receipt of full tuition and fee
payment on or before September
10 will be voided and students will
be required to participate in
Fieldhouse Registration on
September 22.
Procedure for registration will
be as follows:
1. Schedule for Fall quarter
must be worked out with an
advisor. This course information
plus the Course Sequence Number
for each class must be written on
the signed Advisor's Card. This
card will be used in Step 6 to
request the class cards for
registration .
2. Report to Showalter 216
according to schedule to pick up
registration packet. Advisor's
Card required.
3. Complet~ the information on
all cards except the Yellow
Striped Official Program Schedule
Card. Do not enter any course
information on the Yellow Striped
Official Program Schedule Card.
That information will be entered
on the Yellow Striped Official
Program Card when students
receive their class cards.
4. Pay fees in Showa Iter 120, or
students deciding to defer
payment may go on to Monroe
Hall.
5 Present Advisor's Card and
Packet at Table 1 in Monroe Hall
second floor lounge.
6. Proceed to class card tables.
Present Advisor's Card as a
request for classes. Course
information will be entered on the
Yellow Striped Official Program
Schedule Card when students
receive a class card.
7. Proceed to Final Check-out,
when the class schedule is
complete .

Auto Test OK
On Eartl, Day

I

I

Hall Has Tea

Contact ·
The Peace Corps
University YMCA
4525 19th Ave .. N.E.
Seattle, War h 98105
(206) 583-5490

I
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Sign up NOW fo.r ..the A.S. Sp·onsored

THIS COULD
BE . You!
Q

0

()

Be PROTECTED!
The college infirmary is designed' and equipped to .provide fint-aid treatment for minor iniuries and c.are for minor illnesses. It is not
equipped for surgery, setting of broken bones, x-r1y1, or the ~are and treatment of m•ior illness. Also, the college is not responsible for
iniuries sustained in P..E. activities, intramural sports, travel, or A.S. B. sponsored activities.
I

•

The Student Insurance Program pl'ovides you u,ith coverage 24 hours
a day, u,hether you are on the campu• or 11ot.
--

. COST FOR FALL QUARTER, 1970 - $10.75
• PAYABLE AT CASIDA'R'S OFFICE -SHOWALTER HALL
DURING REGiSTRATION AND FIRST 10 DAYS OF NEW QUARTER.

·

• COVERAGE FOR DEPENDENTS ALSO AVAILABLE!
More Info, Pick Up Brochures

AT Associated Student Office 359-2240
COVERAGE UNDERWRITIEN BY

~

(1

;,.?

UNITED PACIFIC LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

~.> YMUOL
G F
<__
:, f H ;J I C f

HOME OFFICE:
TACQMA, WASHINGTON
Arranged by McGovern-C1rroll.C1verly
I

I • '

f

I

I

,
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El Students Join ~pokane
Anti-War Demonstration

ROTC BLOOD DRIVE held in Bali Lounge Thursday and Friday gets a volunteer. Shown here is Brenna
Johnson biting hard on her 'Tootsie Roll Pop' as she prepares to give blood.

•

Off ice rs Clash
President-elect Clint Hill has
lost his bid for the Associated
Students Summer Chairman
position . The post went to
Executive
Vice-P res ident-elect
Bruce E llis after three weeks of
political controversy centering
around Hill .
The controversy, only one of
s~veral recent incidents in A.S.
government causing a stir,
resulted in strained relations still
persisting between · the two
executives-elect.
According to Ellis, Hill stated
two weeks before the selection
was to be made that he wanted the
job of Summer Chairman. In
reply, Hill said later that since he
was going to be here during the
summer working on A.S . matter,
he felt he should get the job. "I
wanted to do the job, regardless of
the money ($150)," said Hill.

Clint Hill

Upon hearing that the
appointing committee had
selected Ellis, Hill became quite
upset, according to Mark Lobdell,
treasure-elect. Hill said later,
"I'm going to be here, job or no
job." Later he reportedly said,
"The decision of the officers is
unacceptable to me."
During the week-end budget
hearing ,
Hill
cut
th e
appropriations for Summer
Chairman from the A.S. budget.
He said later he did so because he
did not feel there was a need for
the paid position.
President Bob VanSchoorl also
agreed with Hill, saying that the
position did not deserve the pay
due to the lack of work involved.
Hill said there is no actual
budget provision for the Summer
Chairman; it bas traditionaly been
budgeted without formally being
in the A.S. budget.
Upon investiga tion, it was found

that the position was budgeted for
in 1969-70 and for the next year's
budget.
When Ellis learned of the cut, he
confronted Hill with the matter
and Hill said at that time, " If you
fight me on this, it will be all out
war between us."
Hill said later, "Ellis took it like
he was given t.he shaft. I know it
looks bad, but it's not. "
However, after it was pointed
out to Hill that the motion on his
part looked bad, he consented to
put the money back in the budget
and go ahead with Eilis's
appointme~t.
.
c:, ,
Hill moved to appoint Ellis but the
motion was postponed by
VanSchoorl , who said in effect, the
position was not necessary.
As a result of the postponement,
a court order was issued
demanding the completion of the
Summer Chairman appointment
in compliance with the A.S.
Constitution.
No action was taken on the order
until the next Council meeting,
April 29.
No further developments
occurred until the following
Tuesday. It was at this time that
Hill offered Ellis the job of
Attorney General for the rest of
the quarter. Ellis accepted the
nomination which needed to be
confirmed the next night at
Council.
.According to Ellis, the following
day Hill requetted that he ask the
judicial board to rescind the court
order concerning the Summer
Chairman.
Hill said, "I asked Bruce to do
it, not as the incoming Attorney
General but as one of the people
who first requested the court
order." He added that he thought
it would do some good to smooth

Job Bid

1n

relations among the people
involved.
Ellis said he received a far
different interpretation of the
request. He said , " Hi II made it
sound like he would appoint me

GO TO THE OWL PHARMACY FOR 4 & 8 TRACK TAPE
CARTRIDGES AND GET A 10% DISCOUNT ON GREATS
LIKE ... TOM JONES - JOHNNY CASH - CREDENCE CLEAR·
WATER · MOODWY BLUES· CHICAGO - JOE COCKERY .
THE DOORS.

difference what I said to the court,
once the court order is started it
can not be withdrawn simply by
request. Also, I want to cooperate
whenever I can with Clint."
. The controversy temporarily
ended when , after Hill s motion,
Council confirmed
Eilis ' s
appointment as Summer
Chairman.
"It was worth $110 ( the amount
of payment} to point out that
nobody is trying to give him
(Ellis) the shaft," said Hill.
Ellis' appointment as Attorney
General was left up in the air until
May 6 when Council approved his
appointment. Hill, however, tried
to make a motion to refuse Ellis
the appointment due to what Hill
said were statements questioning
his motives for first offering Ellis
the job.

United States troops from
Southeast Asia. "
The resolution also called for
support for a move in the U.S.
Senate to withdraw funds for all
military operations in Southeast
Asia.
The resolution furthe r called for
an apology from President
Richard Nixon's administration to
the families of the four students
killed at Kent State University
last week.
''If you cannot accept this, if you
cannot decide now," Nobbs said
the resolution read , "You will fail
in your purpose as a political
party. "
Next to speak to the
demonstrators who had gathered
in the mall in front of the Federal
building at the end of the . march,
was Linda Moore, a student from
Fort Wright College and one of the
organizers of the march .
" Who said policy isn ' t made in
the streets?" Miss Moore asked
the group. " The President is
beginning to listen , he will
continue to listen ."
She explained to the crowd the
significance of the upside-down
American flag disp layed by
marchers and then raised at the
final ra lly.
It is an international sign of
distress, Miss Moore said, a
symbol of this. nation's troubles .
But, said Miss Moore, "We need
more than symbols."
Russ Nobbs then asked
demonstrators to sign a petition
calling for the impeachment of
President Nixon. At the close of
the rally, Nobbs announced
tentative plans for another
demonstration May 30.

Men's
Haircuts

DON'S BARBER

Bruce Ellis

Attorney General only if I agreed
to ask for a withdrawal of the
court order, but not otherwise."
Ellis said he agreed for two
reasons: "It would not make any
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Love a nd a diamond frqm
We isfie ld's will have your
truelove ra di ant even
before June, and even fore v erafter. Come in and
see a ll the beautiful
9 holces of rings and settings w e have for you.
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152.50

THANK YOU
The A.S. and AUSA would
like to thank those who gave
b lood so that others may
live . Special thanks should
be e xtended to the Sponsor
Corps for their participation.
230 pints w ere coll ected, approx im ate ly 60 pints over
th e record for thi s time last
year

Saturday was a day of politics in
Spokane , with both the
Democratic and Republican
cqunty conventions being held
there
and
about
400
demonstrators outside protesting
the war in Southeast Asia.
and students, the demonstration
began in front of the Davenport
Hotel, the site of the Democratic
convention . After circling the
block several times, the
protesters marched to the
Republican convention at the
Masonic Temple s~nging "give
peace a chance" and chanting
"peace now. "
Despite the lack of a parade
permit, Spokane police blocked
intersections along the route,
allowing demonstrators to
continue without regard to traffic
lights.
Resolutions were presented to
both conventions, said Russ
Nobbs, editor of the Spokane
Natural , demanding
the
" immediate withdrawal of all

WE'RE PROUD
THAT WE
CAN HELP
EFFECTIVE
FEBRUARY 1ST
4% INTEREST RATES
UP TO 4%%
ON SAVINGS

CHENEY BRANCH

SEATTLE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK
423 1Si. STREET

weis/ieldS
JEWELERS

